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I. Introduction 

The objective of an industrialization process in a developing country is 
the creation of a coherent national productive system. Pharmaceutical sector 
is health related and provides products that ~ essential to the illllediate 
welfare of the population which cannot be replaced by other produ~ts. At 
preser.t, 11<>re than 75~ of the world population are living in developing 
COU!Jtries whereas their share in the world CODSU11Ption of pharmaceuticals is 
about 17~ and the production share is the s1111e or even less. In some 
geographic regions the actual produc·~ion has gone down in the recent past and 
11<>re specifically smaller national enterprises with limited financial 
facilities are affected. The past two Consultations of UNIDO on this sector 
have identified a nUllber of factors to prC11aOte the develolJlle!lt of 
pbanlaceutical industry in the developing countries in support of the global 
strategy of "Health for all by the year 2000" adopted by World Health 
Organization in its resolution WHA 34.36 of 22 May 1981. 

The det1and for· pharmaceuticals in developing countries will increase 
considerably in future to improve the global standard of living and the health 
of population. Therefore, there will be need to increase the supply of 
pharmaceutical products to developing countries anJ encourage local 
production. In order to achieve the goal of development of pharllaceutical 
industry and to assist solving the p~oblems associated with its development, 
international coope~ation ir. this sector becames iaperative. 

This paper exaaines ways and means of eliciting international cooperation 
in attaining the objectives of develoJ;llleDt of pharllaceutical industry in the 
developing countries to supply tue drugs uninterrupted, save foreign exchange, 
llOVe towards industrialization, establish testing laboratories, achieve 
diffusion of technology and develop 11&11power. 

The pharmaceutical industry differs fr011 most other fields of chemical 
industry. The 11ajor characteristic related to the production of the 
therapeutic 11&terials include great variety and highly developed processes 
involving COllPlicated steps, biotechnology ~teps are employed in addition to 
chemical synthesis, batch pr-:>eesses are 11e>re frequent than continuous 
processes, quality control and assurance is of par8110unt i.aportance. The 
availability of technology is one of the pri11& factors in the development of 
this industry as it is indeed a complex factor. 

Furthen10re, the pha~ceutical industry is characteri~ed ~Y a high rate 
of ot;aolescence of its products owing to the discovery and devel,?19ent of new 
therapeutic substances 110re safe and with less side effects or ot l~s costly 
substitutes and because of users development of i111UDity to certain products. 
Therefore sustained and concerted efforts to i11Prove and llOdify the technology 
used and to 11&nufacture new products is going on. Genetic engineering is 
bringing ab~ut change and opening up of opportunities, Biotechnology is 
ai•ing to ~11Prove and si11Plify processes, lower costs of protluction and 
replacP. li•ited/expensive natural sources. 
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The developing countries can keep abreast with the global development in 
the sector and be a party to such development processes only through 
international cooperation and with the assistance of pharaaceutical coapanies 
and Goverrunent research institutes that can afford R&D expenditure involved. 
In particular, large aanufacturing units in developed countries which have 
established research laboratories and spend large portion of their revenues on 
R&D are the aain sources of infor.ation on iaproved processes, strains, new 
drugs and scientific information for medical and pha~ceutical professions. 
Besides the R&D, cooperation is needed in planning, setting up, operation, 
quality control, 11arketing and development of 11anpower, related to the 
pha~ceutical industry. 

The subject is vast, the problems ere varied. But there is no doubt that 
the solution to the probleas can be found through international cooperation. 
Though South-South cooperation is becoaing increasingly iaportent option for 
developing countries~ nevertheless it cannot be regarded as a substitute for 
full North-South cooperation but only as a coaplementary strategy to be 
pursued. In essence, North-South and South-South cooperation play an import~nt 
role in domestic development of industry and for developing countries to 
obtain greater benefits froa such collaboration, guidance is necessary in thiG 
sophisticated industry. 

For a meaningful involvement, an in-depth study of factors such as 
policies end regulations, technologies, investments, management methods &:•d 
technical expertise would be necessary. 

In view of the C011plexity of the subject, the scope of this paper is 
being restricted to only two a~pects, namely: I. Exchange of experiences and 
II. Exchange of information, since among other elements these two are 
considered essential toola for the domestic development and operations of 
pharmaceutical industry, specifically in regards to phar11Bceutical 
formulations, pharmaceutical chemicals and biologicals. 

To deal with the is~ues of exchange of experiences, a two tiers approach 
at (i) policy level arid at (ii) industry level should go long way in achieving 
th~ desired results of upgrading the skill and improving the efficiency for 
the healthy development of the domestic phanasceutical industry. 

(a) The Policies and Regulal~ons: 

The policies e~d regulations are forsulated and er~orced. These 
instnments are intended to protect the health of the population 
which include steps such as regul3tions to control potential 
health hazards reLulting from the introdu~tion of new drugs, 
suitable prices for the benefit of consU11ers and to li•it social 
security co~ts. 
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The objectives of the policy aakers behind the regulations ai• at 
the following: 

to ensure adequate supplies of quality pharmaceuticals at 
low prices 
to secure aaxillUll capital investaent in technically advanced 
facilities 
to encourage the growth of local phal'll&ceutical and 
auxiliary industries to aeet local needs and to induce 
vertical integration for the production of pharmaceutical 
chemicals and intermediates, i.e. increasing the 
sophistication of the local industry, starting with 
packaging, the working up to pharaaceutical dosage f ~rms and 
ending with manufacture of pharmaceutical chemicals and 
their interaediates 
to achieve export potential 

The regulatory aechanisa generally used in regulating production 
and sales of pharmaceuticals include: 

Adoption of quality assurance systems iapleaentation (good 
laboratory practices, manufacturing practices and 
pr<>11<>tional and supply practices) 
Pricing ~olicies 
Restrictions to certain degreee related to patents, trade 
aarks and/or brand names 
Consideration of generic as well as brand drugs 
Restrictions on specific products 
Check ~n trade policies by application of high tariff on 
pharaaceutic~l formulation specialities to curb iaports 
Identification, restriction and control on investment 
facilities 
Adoption of "open door policies" for foreign investment 
Awarding of status of "national interest industry" and thus 
granting important fiscal and financial incentives 
Granting peraisRi~n for high prices for pharmaceutical 
foJ"'IDUlations local manufacturers in order ·~ encourage 
development • A backward integration to 1181lufacture 
pharmaceutical chemicals and intermediates and conduct R&D 
activities entailing basic research and research in process 
know-how 
Adoption of priority ~ttitude to i11111Unization progranne and 
organize infrastructure and local production of particularly 
the classic one for which developed countries have no needs 
end developing countries need those i .. unologicals. 

(b) Mechanisas for cooperation: 

Exchange of experiences on mechenisas of cooperation such es 
grants for purchase of aachinery end equipment, joint 
ventur~ and other arrangements, loans, exchange of 
technology and knowhow, training of manpower academically in 
institutes as a prelude to training in industry, research 
and expert services. 
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(ii) Industry level 

Exchange of experiences at •anager level for production of both 
pharaaceutical chemicals and pharmaceutical formulations can 
materialize through expert group meetings and seminars, visits 
etc. The subject can include: 

Experiences of plant design, construction, plant and 
machinery and operation 
Experiences on operational problems 
Experiences on technology and costs 
Experiences on technological adaptation 
Experiences on repair and maintenance - engineering services 
Experiences on quality assurance problems 
Experiences on development of competent management 

2. ~~~hange of information 

The subject can include areas such as: 

On pharmaceutical chemicals and drugs as regards specificatil'-•s of 
raw 11Bterials 1 finished products, prices and market trends, inputs 
On new products 
On sources of products 
On equipment and aachinery 
On production techno~ogy, suitability, adaptation, innovations 
On quality assurance aspects 
On drug side effects and their treatment and necessary precautions 
to eliminate those drugs or limit their use, role of control 
agencies in dissemination of information 
Management and marketing aspects 
Export pr0110tion techniques 
Trade opportunities facilitating technological collaborations. 

These regulations, regulatory mechanisms and other points cited above 
must be looked frOll positive standpoint. The spirit of give and take should 
not be divorced. The attitude should be that of understanding in order to have 
long tena advantages. The proble9S should be well studied and actions planned 
accordingly. The long ter11 development needs well considered thoughts es they 
could lead to availability of t.igh technologies, finances, development of 
local manufacture and export markets. 

In order to promote the development of pharmaceutical industry, the 
Third Coosultati~n on the Pharmaceutical Industry may like to consider a 
progr8111De of action for iapleaentation to strengthen the international 
cooperation. 

An integrated, comprehensive, global and dynamic approach to development 
lies in ccoperation between North and South, and within the South. UNIDO has a 
catalytic r ."Ile in generating positive inter.1ction between the partners and 
fosteri~g a coordinated approach to develops.ent and industrialization in the 
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developing countries. Results, however, would depend on the actions of 
developed. and developing countries thellselves. For meaningful results UNIDO 
draws the attention of the developed. countries to bear in aind th~ iapact 
their policies have on the industrial development of the South. At the saae 
tiae, UNIDO requests the developin' countries to also turn to the manifold 
problems that exist within their own boundaries. 

There is a definite role to be played.by the industry, governments in 
developed. and developing countries, regional and international organizations 
in fostering South-South and North-South cooperation. 

The participants of the Third Consultation 11ay consider proposals 
·regarding the establishllent of progre es ~f cooperation and their financing. 

The two areas identified in this dOCU11eDt for cooperation are in fact 
deeply related to the already ongoing issues of Availability, Pricing and 
Transfer of Technology for the Pharll&ceuticals. 

South-South cooperation, regional cooperation aaong developing countries in 
the pharaaceutical industry 

Because of siailar problems and level of development, the developing 
countries ought to be in a good position to transfer aod exchange experience, 
expertise and information. The following points need consideration: 

There should be proper coordination between developing countries both at 
policy and industry level in order to cover the exchange of views on 
handling specific problems related to the developaent of pharaaceutical 
industry. 

Walile sharing of experiences and other liaited resources is an iaportant 
c011pOnent of cooperation between developing countries, the collective 
approach to any of the problems faced by those colllltries in developing 
their pharmaceutical industry should help thea in e>Otaining imiproved 
facilities such as better inforaation resour::es, improved training 
progrB1111eS, aore detailed technical ~e11inars etc. 

The Third Consultation •Y consider that in order to strengthen 
cooperation between developing countries in llllltters relating to 
pharaaceutical industry, UNIDO should as a firat step assist in the 
establishaent of close cooperation between existing sub-regional, 
regional and international associations or federations of pharmaceutical 
enterprises and pharaceutical industry centres concerned with the 
d2~elopment of pharaaceutical formulations, pharaace~tical chemicals an~ 
biologicals in the developing countries. 

The participants at the Third Conaultation •Y also consider that 
assistance be soucht in establishllent of fe-terationa or associations of 
pharaaceutical enterprises in regions where these did not exist with 
particular reference to Africa. 

To further the above objectives: UNIDO's assistance 11ay be asked 
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(a) to prepare, publish and widely disseminate an infor11&tion booklet 
containing a brief account of and statistical data relating to the 
activities of: 

(i) All sub-regional, regional, international federations, 
associations, phar11&ceutical industry development centres in 
the developing countries 

(ii) all international organizations, institutions, agencies and 
pharmaceutical industry development centres concerned with 
the phar11&ceutical industry including those interested in 
providing consultancy services 

(b) To help to organize periodically interregional aeetings of 
representatives from sub-regional, regional and interregional 
federations, associations to review current activities and propose 
new activities and projects of cooperation in all sub-sectors of 
pharmaceutical industry including i~ologicals. 

(c) To organize workabops on different aspects of technical 11anagement 
covering operational and technological probletlS of pharmaceutical 
formulation, phar11&ceu·:ical chemical and biological production 
plants in which experiences of pharmaceutical production units in 
different countries could be exchanged. 

{d) To initiate action for organization of training progra1mes for 
personnel llBking full use of the existing training facilities in 
developing countries. The training should cover areas such as 
project implementation and quality assurance systems 
implementation (good manufacturing practices, operations, quality 
control, technical 11&Dageaent and audit and maintenance of 
pharmaceutical plants). 

(e) To assist regional organizations to establish a maintenance 
i11Prove11ent progra11me that would i•prove capacity utilization. The 
programme should include preparation of improved maintenance 
manuals, introduction of new techniques of maintenance such as 
preventive maintenance, manage.ent of spare parts etc. The 
experiences of developing countries having pharmaceutical 
manufacturing plants should be drawn up in preparing the 
progrmmies. 

(f) To organize visits of personnel of developing countries to plants 
of other developing cour.tries with •ore experience in the 
pharmaceutical sector. 

{g) To stimulate an exchange of technical infonaation as regard 
specifications of raw 11aterials 1 finished products, production 
tec~,ology, information on new products, on sources of supply, on 
procurement and pricea, on equipment and 11achinery, on 118Dagement 
and 11&rketing aspects and export pr<>11otion techniques. 

(h) In collaboration with UNCTAD to pr<>11ote interregional trade in raw 
materials, intermediates and finished pharmaceuticals so as to 
facilitate and enhance technological collaboration. 
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(i) The polity makers in Govern11ents should establish contacts on 
pe~ent basis with international organizations like UNIDO and WHO 
to exchange information. 

The Third Consultati.>n may consider that: 

UNIDO's assistance may be sought to for11Ulate a programae for immediate 
action and establish an adhoc com11ittee ~o coordinate the implementation 
of the progra e 

An in-depth study of additional areas for cooperation between developing 
cotuitries not covered above .ay be 11ade. 

North-South cooperation 

To achieve the objectives enumerated in the paper, it is recognised that 
North-South cooperation bas a vital role to play; thus 

Government policies regarding incentives, protections and financing 
arrangements etc. are very important instruments 

All topics of teclmical services are an important area for cooperation 
where developed countries' long experience could be of i..ense value 

Assistance in the development of ca1petent 11B11power - training 

Transfer of technological developments to developing countries 

lnforaation, experience on R+D in all segments of the industry covering 
processes product develoJJllellt, safety etc. 

Sharing of experiences in the JIBJluf acture of equip.1eDt and 11achinery 

Exchange of experiences which was found to be necessary in achieving 
targets and avoiding non-viable projects 

Bxchange of c01mercial information. 

The Third Consultation llBY consider the issue and make appropriate 
recommendations on the illple11entation of work progr...e on the lines 
enU11erated above and as deelled appropriate • 




